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In this paper we analyze an example of unirational non-rational three- 
dimensional variety. Such kind of varieties have been studied by many 
authors ([I], [2], [4], [S]). In particular, in [l] Beauville studies extensively 
the case of threefolds realized as “fibrees en coniques” over a plane ; 
Conte and Murre, in [4], examine the hypersurface of p4 of degree ,V 
containing a line of multiplicity p - 2, and they conclude that for every 
,a this threefold isn’t rational, but for ,~=4 it is unirational. They realize 
it as a conic bundle overx)2, but, in the course of the proof, they consider 
also some kind of conic bundles f : X --f S where S is a non singular surface, 
satisfying some more conditions. 
In this paper we examine the hypersurface ofp of degree ,a, containing 
a line .& of multiplicity ,u - 2 and a plane z (through lo) of multiplicity 
p- 3. We prove that this hypersurface is birationally equivalent to a 
conic bundle f: Y + S, where S is the projective plane blown up in a 
point, satisfying all conditions required by [4]. 
Then, applying results of [4] concerning the Prym variety of the con- 
figuration, and analyzing the structure of the linear series of the curve 
which is the locus of the degenerate conics, we prove that such a threefold 
is non-rational for every ~1. 
Next, we prove its unirationality, by means of classical results on 
double planes. 
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Let X be an irreducible threefold in projective 4-space defined over 
an algebrically closed field k of characteristic p # 2, having degree p > 3 
and containing a line Zc of multiplicity ,u-2 and a 2-plane z through Zo 
of multiplicity p - 3. We assume also that every point of X --3c is non 
singular. 
Let (x : y : z : u : V) be projective coordinates inp, we can arrange that 
EO has equations 
x=y=z=o 
and z has equations 
z=y=o 
so that X will have an equation of the form 
with 
(2) 
aoo(x, y, 2) = boo@, Y)Z + coo(% Y) 
ao1(2, y, 2) =b01(% y)z+co1(4 y) 
all@, y, 2) =h1(& Y)~+cll(~~ Y) 
u4-J2(z,y,x)=bo2(~,y)~2+C02(~~ y)z+do2(3A Y) 
(.212(x, y, z)=b12(X,y)~2+C12@, y)z+b&, Y) 
a22(~, y, 2)=bz2(x, y)22+~22(~y)z~+~22(~, yb+e22@, Y) 
where bt,, ~41, C&J, ~j are homogeneous polynomials in 2, y and 
deg h&, y) =p - 3 
deg ctb, y) = p - 2 
deg 4(x, y) = p - 1 
deg et& y) =P. 
First of all we can see that, for X general enough, no point of z-lo 
has multiplicity greater than ,u - 3, except for one special case. 
Since all partial derivatives of order less than or equal to p - 4 vanish 
on IG, we look for the points P(0 : 0 : z : u : V) where the (p- 3)-th deri- 
vatives vanish too. 
In our case the (p- 3)-th not identically zero derivatives are as many 
as the coefficients of an homogeneous polynomial CJ(x, y, z, u, V) made up 
like P(x, y, z, zc, V) but having degree p- 3: 
(bo&, y)x+coo(z, y))U2+2(bo1(& y)~+co&, Y)w+ 
+ (b&c, y)z + Cll(X, y))v2+ 2(bO2(% Y)Z2 + co&, y)z+ &2(3A Y))U + 
+2(b12(z, y)Z2+C12(5,y)Z+d12(~, y))v+(b22(2, y)z3+c22(z9 yk2+ 
fd22h y)~+e22@~ YN 
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withdegbt,=~-6,deg~~=~-5,degdi5=~-4,degec5=~-3sothatthey 
are 
6(~~~)+6(~-4~+3(~~3~+~~2=l6~-6~ in all. 
Now we are able to prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X, ,u, IC, 10, be w above. If p=4 IC is simple for X 
and there are 4 singular pints over z- 10. 
If p > 5 and X is general enough no point of 1z - 10 has multiplicity greater 
than p-3. 
PROOF. a) Let ,U = 4, then by (2) we have 
@0(x, y, 2) = (&ox + b&y)2 + (dox2 + c&y + doy2) 
m&y, z)=(bgllZ+b~ly)z+(~l~2++coel~y+~1y2/2) 
all(x, y, 2) = (bhx + b&y)2 + (&x2+ &xy + c%y2) 
a02(x, y, 2) = (b&x + b&y)z2 + (&x2+ 4225~ + &y2)2 + 
+ (&fi+fx2y+&2xy2+&y3) 
al2(x, y, 2) = (bi22 + bf2y)x2 + (~~2x2 + cT2xy + cLy2)z + 
+ (d:2fi + &x2y + &2xy2 + d&p) 
azz(z, y, 2) = (bi2x + b&y)23 + (&&x2 + &xy + &y2)22 + 
+(&9+&2dy+&xy2+&2y3)z+ 
+ (e&9.? + e&Sy + e&x2y2 + etx?/3 + &y4) 
where the coefficients are constant; then the derivatives in a point 
P(0 : 0 : z : u : v) of 7c give the following system of equations: 
(3) 
Fu=O 
FV=O 
Fs=O 
Fz = b,&tG + 2b&zuv + bhv2 + 2b&z% + 2b:az% + b&z3 = 0 
F, = b&u2 + 2b&zuv + bhzv2 + 2b&z% + 2bk% + b&z3 = 0. 
The solution z= 0 (giving the line lo) excluded, we can put z= 1, so 
we obtain two equations of degree 2 in u, v and therefore 4 singular points 
in n-lo. 
b) If p > 5, by similar arguments as above, we find p - 2 derivatives 
of order ,U - 3, not identically zero in a point P(0 : 0 : z : u : v), just those 
involving only bz and by. Thus, putting x= y= 0 and z= 1, we obtain 
a system of ,u- 2 equations in U, v, without common solutions, for X 
generic. 
REMARK. For p =4 these singularities have a geometrical meaning. 
We saw that they can be found from the following system of equations 
with z=l: 
(4) 
(B) b&u2 + 2b&zuv + b:M+ 2b&z% + 2b:ez% + b&d = 0 
(@) b&w2 + Bb&zuv + b;~zZ + 2b&Su + 2b&z% + b&S = 0. 
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Now, if we cut X by the hyperplane y= 0, we obtain the surface 
y=o 
P(x, 0, 2, u, v)=O; 
this section is reducible and splits in the plane n and in a surface of 
degree 3, namely: 
(5) 
y=o 
(b~~+~)u~+2(b~~z+d~x)uv+(b:~z+c:~x)vz+ d+ 
+ 2( b&z2 + cfxz + &d)u + 2( b&z2 + c&m + d:zx2)v + :zxz 
+ (b&z3 -1 &xz2 + &x2z + e&d) = 0. [ 9 XZ~ 8
The further intersection of X’ with the hyperplane x = 0 consists of lo 
and a conic Ci of n, whose equations are: 
1 
x=0 
y=o 
(a)/z=O. 
In a similar way, the intersection of X with the hyperplane x= 0 is 
a reducible surface which splits in it and in a cubic surface X”: 
/ x=0 
(6) \ 
(b~z+c~y)zc2+2(b~~z+c~~y)vzl+(b~~z+c~~y)v2+ 
/ 
+2(b$z2+&yz+ci?i2y2)u+2(b~&+&yz+&y2)v+ 
\ +(b&z3+&y~2+c&y~z+&y3)=0 
and then the hyperplane y= 0 cuts X” along the line lo and a conic CZ 
of JZ whose equations are 
1 
x=0 
y=o 
(tw = 0. 
Therefore the 4 singular points of the proposition 1, case p = 4, are 
precisely the base points of the pencil generated by 01 and Cs. 
In the case ~1s 5, though these points have the right multiplicity p- 3, 
they can also be found geometrically as base points of the conic pencil 
generated, in analogous notations, by 
1 x=0 
Cl y=o 
b&u2 + 2b&uv + b:d + 2 b&m + 2b:ezv + bfzz = 0 
bg’u2 + 2b$i2uv+ bfiev2+ 2b&-2zu+ 2bfi-%v+ b&T?= 0. 
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Let us consider the 2-plane N of equations U=V = 0. Then 
Zi)niV=O N n 32=To(o : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0). 
If 5!‘(E : 17 : 5 : 0 : 0) is any point of N, let Lr be the plane spanned by 
Ze and T. For a fixed T, any point Q E Lr is given symbolically by 
Q=P+tT 
where t is a parameter and P(0 : 0 : 0 : u : u) belongs to lo. Therefore Q 
will have coordinates in p Q(t[ : tq : tc : u : v), 5, 7, C, being fixed, and 
t, U, w will be projective coordinates in LT. 
If T = To, Lr,,=n is contained in X. 
If T #To, the intersection X n .Lr has equation in LT 
f-2[mo(t, 11, Ou2+2a01(E, 7, 5)uv+m1(5, 7, m2+ 
+%l2(5,7, W+2m2(5, 7, m+mz(E, ‘II, c)t21=o 
so that X n LT consists of lo, given by t = 0 counted (u- 2 times, and a 
conic KT whose equation is 
(7) 
( 
alog, q, 5)u2+2a01(5, 7, C)u~+an(t, 7, C)~2+2aoz(t, 17, rw+ 
+&2(5, 7, C)vt+a22(5‘, 7, &2=0. 
By means of similar arguments as in [4] (1.5) and (1.7) it can be proved 
that, if X is generic, there is no plane LT such that 
x-LT=(p-l)zO+z’ or X&7=(p--2)lOf21’. 
From now on we will assume that X is generic in this sense, so that 
these conditions will hold. 
Putting 
fl= {L such that L is a 2-plane through lo) 
we can identify n with N and introduce coordinates on 8 as it follows 
T(E:q:~)de-T(f:q:C:O:O)d, 
because, BL E N, L n N= (one point T}. 
The conic degenerates if T([ : r~ : 5 : 0 : 0) is a zero of the determinant 
Plo5 + coo) (~01C+co1) (~0252+c025+&2) 
(bo1C+m) (hlCfC11) (b1252+C125+&2) 
(b02C2+C025+&2) (b12P+cd+d12) @22P+c2252+&2l+e22) 
where bg,, ~j, 4, g are functions of 5, 11 as in (2). 
This is the equation of a curve A in N (or in 19) of degree 3p-4, with 
a point of multiplicity (3~ - 9) in To(0 : 0 : 1) whose tangent lines have 
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the following global equations 
(9) 
( 
[boo(E, r)bn(E, y)bzz(E, 7) + 2bOl(E, y)bo2(5, q)h2(5, fiJ) - 
-boz(E, q)2bll(t, 7) - bl2(6, q)2boo(E,?J) -bOl(l, 77)2b22(5, ?)I = 0. 
Putting rn=q/t we obtain an equation H(m) of degree 3~ - 9 in m, 
whose solutions give the angular coefficients of these tangent lines. A 
double solution would be a solution of the system of 2 equations in one 
indeterminate 
H(m) = 0 
W(m)=0 
therefore it does not exist, in general, if H’(m)#O. Now in order that 
H’(m) is identically zero, H(m) must contain only terms of the kind n@, 
but, for a generic X, this is not the case. We can conclude: 
PROPOSITION 2. If X is generic, To is an ordinary multiple point of A. 
The conic KT is tangent to the line lo if and only if T is a point of the 
curve V (in N or in #) whose equation is 
(10) 
( 
A22(E, q, 5) = (boo(5‘, 715 + coo(f, 7)) * ME, q)T+ m(5,q)) - 
- [bOl(E, r)C+ cod!, r)12 = 0 w, 
V has degree 2~- 4 and To(0 : 0 : 1) is a point of multiplicity 2~ - 6, 
whose tangent lines have the global equation 
(11) boo@, 7#11(5, +--bo1(5, q)2= 0. 
Working as above, in terms of the angular coefficient m, we can prove: 
PROPOSITION 3. If X is generic, To is an ordinury multiple point of V. 
Moreover, by analogous reasons, we may assume that the tangent lines 
in TO to V are different from the tangent lines in TO to A. 
PROPOSITION 4. If X is generic, V is irreducible and non singular in 
any point different from TO. 
PROOF. a) For T(E : 7 : [) # To we will have, for instance, 5= 1 so 
that the equation of V will be written as it follows 
(12) A(y)52 + Wq)C+ C(q) = 0. 
If Tl(l, 71, 51) is an (at least) double point for V, & must be a double 
root of (12) with coefficients A(qi), B(yr), C(rr) so that 71 has to satisfy 
the equation 
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and necessarely 
cl= - B(v) . 
24711) 
Moreover also the partial derivatives of (12) with respect to q must 
vanish in Ti. Therefore a point !I’( 1: 11 : [), in order to be singular, must 
satisfy the following system of equations in 7, 5 
i 
mi4 - Qurl)w?) = 0 
24r1)C+%)=O 
A’(q)P +B’(q)C + C’(q) = 0. 
Let us distinguish two cases: 
(I) A(q) =O. Then also must be B(q) =0, but, if A(q) and B(q) are 
generic (i.e. X is generic), no solution occurs for the system 
( 
A(rl)=o 
B(q)=O. 
(II) A(v) ~0. Then the system becomes 
&-A 
Bz-4AC=O 
Let us consider the last two equations in 3: 
B=-4AC=O 
A'@-2ABB'+4AW=O 
B2-4AC=O 
4A'AC-2ABB'+4AzC'=0 
Ba-4Ac=o 
A(4A'C-2BB'+4AC')=O 
since A# 0 it follows 
4(A'C+AC')-2BB'=O 
( 
B2-4Ac=o 
(Ba-4AC)'=O. 
But, for generic values of the coefficients, there is no solution so that Ip 
must be non singular in any point different from 2’s. 
b) Let us show that V is irreducible. 
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Since P does not have singular points different from TO, its irreducible 
components don’t intersect out of TO. Moreover, since To is an ordinary 
singular point, the intersection index in TO for two of them is equal to 
the product of their multiplicities. 
Let us suppose V= Vi u PZ with deg Pi=k, deg Va=2,o- 4- k, 
multr,(Vi)=ml, multr,(Va)=m2 and ml+ma=2,u-6. 
Two cases occur: 
(i) If one of them, for instance VI, splits in lines through TO, we have 
ml=k, mz=2,u--6-k. Then 
(V~d’z)=k(2p-4-k)=2pk-4k-k2; 
but the intersection index in To is, as we saw 
mlma=2pk-6k-k2 
so 
(V~.V2)-m~m2=2k>O. 
This is impossible, because TO must take up all intersections. 
(ii) If neither VI nor V2 splits in lines, their multiplicities in TO must be 
mi=k-1 
ma=2p-ii-k 
so that 
(Vd72)= -ka+2pk--k 
mlmz=(k-1)(2p-5-k)=2pk-6k-k2-2p+6+k= 
= -k=+2pk--k+5-2p. 
Since (VI. V2) - mlm2 = 2,~ - 6 > 0, this case is also impossible, because we 
should have some intersection out of TO. 
PROPOSITION 5. If x is generic, A is irredzccibie and TO is the only 
singdar pint. 
PROOF. a) Let T be a point of A, T#To. By similar computations 
as in [4], lemma 1.12, we can prove that T is non singular for A. 
b) The irreducibility of A can be proved in the same way as in propo- 
sition 4, by analyzing all possible cases. 
PROPOSITION 6. If X is generic, for any pint T E A n V T #To, tb 
intersection in&z is i(A n V, T) = 2. 
PROOF. Let T be as above; then T is a non singular point of V, and 
there is no restriction to suppose w(T) ~0. Thus 
(13) A =A22(ccz2-~/ao0)-aoo(al2-aolao2/aoo)~ 
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Let us choose now an uniformizing parameter z of V in T. Then 
(14 AE!(t)=az+ . . . terms of degree > 2 in z 
(15) azz(t)-~(z)/aoo(z)=c+... terms of higher degree in z 
with a, cf 0 for a generic X. 
Since TEA~IV, 
al@‘) -aol(T)mzV’)/a~o(T) = 0 
and we can write also 
(16) a12(2)-ao1(t)aoz(z)/aoo(z)=dt+ *** 
with d# 0 if X is generic. 
Then, it follows from the system 
t 
A(t)=0 
A22(7) = 0 
that 
a.l)o(O)aw + . . . = 0 
with ~o(0)d2# 0. This implies that r= 0 is a double root of the above 
equation, that is i(A n V, T)=2. 
We will prove now that X is birationally equivalent to a conic bundle. 
Let us now blow1)4 up along the plane Z: the resulting variety (with 
the birational morphism a: lI +x>4) is a closed subvariety of p4 xX)1; 
choosing the coordinate system (Z : y : z : u : v; a : b) to indicate points of 
p xpl, the equation of II becomes 
xb= ya. 
Let us denote by Y the closure of the strict transform of X - lo. Obviously 
Y is birationally equivalent to X, and in the affine set z = 1, b = 1 its 
equations can be found as follows 
x-ay 
Pday, y) + COO(W, y)1u2 + 2lh(ay, y) + CO&Y, y)luv + 
+ hh/, y) + cday, y)lv2 + Voz(ay, Y) + co2&/, I//) +aos@y, y)lu+ 
+2[b12(~y,~)+~12(~~,~)+~~2(~y,~)l~+[b~2(~y,~)+~~~(~~,~)+ 
+ dz2(w, y) + e22@y, y)l = 0 
x=ay 
ho(a, 1) + co&, l)ylu2 + 2[bol(u, 1) + co&z, l)y]uv+ 
(17) Y: +Ch(a, l)+cda, l)ylv2+ 
+2[b02@, l)+ct~(a, l)y+&da, l)y2]u+ 
+ 2[bn@, l)+c12@, l)y+&a(a, l)y2]v+ [b&a, 1) + 
+cz2@, l)y+d22(a, l)y2+e22(a, l)ys] =0 
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Y is the projective closure of such affine variety and the exceptional 
divisor of the above blowing up has (affine) equations: 
x=0 
y=o 
boo(a, l)u2+2bo1(a, l)uv+bll(~, l)v2+2bo2@, l)u+ 
+2b12(a, l)v+b22@, I)=0 
therefore it is a surface of degree p - 1 (to which, in the strict transform 
of X, it should be joined the plane x = y= z = 0, that is the inverse image 
of lo). 
Hence the exceptional divisor on Y is the surface of (global) equations: 
1 
x=y=o 
boo(a,b)U2+2b01(a,b)zlv+ bll@, b)~2+2bo2(a, b)uz+ 
+ 2b12(a, b)wz + b22@, b)z2 = 0 
If P(0, 0, 0, ~0, ~0) E lo, its inverse image on the exceptional divisor is 
the set of ,u - 3 points (0, 0, 0, UQ, ~0, d, 6) such that (6,6) is a homogeneous 
solution of the equation: 
boo@, b)d+2bo1@, b)wo+b11(a, b)d=O. 
By computing all partial derivatives one easily sees that the following 
statement is true: 
PROPOSITION 7. If X is generic, then P is smooth. 
Let us now construct Y as a conic bundle. 
The line E={(O, 0, 1, 0, 0; a, b)) is the fibre of the point (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) 
in the above blowing up. We may also consider E as the exceptional line 
of the surface 8 isomorphic to the plane N(x : y : z) (ZL=V = 0) with the 
point (0, 0, 1) blown up. 
Taking, as before, coordinates (x : y : z; Q : b) for ps xpf, the equation 
of SCp2 xlpl is 
xb=ya. 
We will prove that I’ becomes in a natural way a conic bundle over 8. 
If P(xo, yc, ~0; a~, 1) is a point of B not lying on E, its image T on N 
is not TO. Let us take the conic Rp C X constructed as before; its inverse 
image by u : Y + X is still a conic and will correspond to the point P. 
Indeed its equations are: 
(19) 
x=x0 
y=yo (with xo=aoyo) 
a=ao 
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[boo(mJ, 1)+coo(uo, l)yo]U2+2[bo1(ao, l)+co1(% l)yoM+ 
+[bn(ao, 1)+c11(ao, qyo]~2+q~o2(~0, l)+coz(ao, l)yo+ 
+doz(m, l)y~]u+qhz(ao, l)+faz(ao, l)yo+&2(~0, l)&lv+ 
+[b22(m, l)+c22(ao, l)y0+d22(m, l)yi+e22@0, l)yil=O. 
The last one is the equation of a conic KP on the plane x=zo, y=yo, 
a=ao. 
If P(0, 0, 1; us, 1) lies on E, it suffices to take the plane spanned by 
the point R(0, 0, 1, u, V; us, 1) whose equations are u=ao x=y= 0 in the 
affine set we choose. Such a plane intersect Y along the conic: 
boo(uil, l)Us+2bol(ao, l)uw+b11(ao, l)v2+2b02@0, l)u+ 
+2b12(ao, l)w+bzz(ao, I)=0 
which will correspond to the point P. 
We note that (20) and ( 19) describe the same algebraic correspondence : 
(20) is simply (19) with xo = ye = 0. 
Then Y is a conic bundle over i3. 
The structure map f of such a conic bundle can be obtained also from 
the Cartesian square 
Y”-x 
fl /s E 
X-N 
where CT, E are the above blowing up morphisms and 
g(T(xo : yo : zo : UQ : wo)) = (lo, T) n N. 
We look now for the degenerate tonics of the conic bundle Y. 
Let us assume P(zc, ys, ZO; ccc, 1) # E, then Kp is a degenerate conic if 
and only if K, is, where T = (~0, yo, 20) =E(P) ; hence if and only if 
T Ed--{To). 
Now let us take P(0, 0, 1; cc, 1) E E. From (20) it follows that Kp is a 
degenerate conic iff 
boo(ao, 1) bOl(ao, 1) boz(ao, 1) 
bOl(ao, 1) bll(ao, 1) hz(ao, 1) =o 
boz(ao, 1) hz(ao, 1) b22@0, 1) 
But the solutions of this equation give precisely the points on E corres- 
sponding to the tangent lines in TO to A. Therefore the set of the points 
P for which Kp degenerates is A = e*(A) ; such a curve has the following 
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equations in the open affine set b = 1, z = 1 on S : 
(21) 
[(boo+~oy)(bn~sly)(bzz+c22y+d22y2+e22y3)+ 
+ W12 + ~12~ + kzy2)(boz + cozy + dozy2)(bol + my)] - 
- Woz + cozy + &ozy2)2(bn + clly) + (blz + my + ~~~2~572 
(boo+co0Y)+(bol+coly)~(bzz+czzy+d22y2++22y3)]=0 
If V= e*P in S, its equations in the same affine set are 
i 
x=ay 
Woo(a, l)+coo(a, l)y)(h(a, l)+c& l)y)l- 
- [bol(a, 1) + coda, l)y12 = 0 
Since, by our assumption, V and LI have no common tangent line in TO, 
it follows that v and a have no common point on the exceptional line 
of S. Moreover, by the above remark and the proposition 6, i(J n P, P) = 2 
for every point P E A n V on S. 
Therefore the conic bundle f : Y --f S satisfies all the conditions required 
by 141. 
In what follows we will use the following results proved in that paper. 
(i) A double covering S’ of S can be constructed, whose branch locus 
is v, and hence S’ is non singular. 
Moreover, if d’ is the inverse image of a in S’, d’ has only ordinary 
double points and this singular set of d is exactly the inverse image of 
A n p (remark that i(d n P, T) = 2 VT E d n v). 
(ii) A double covering W of Y together the rational map y : W +- Y 
can be constructed so that the fundamental locus II G W is a smooth 
curve, birationally equivalent to d’. 
(iii) s’ is a rational surface: indeed it is birationally equivalent to a 
double covering of ps, ramified along a curve of degree 2,u-4 having a 
singular point of multiplicity n - 2 = 2~ - 6 ([3]). 
It follows from these facts that 
L42( Y) gg Pry?n (A/ii). 
Now we are able to conclude that Y, and hence X, is not rational. 
Indeed, if Y is rational, P(A/ii) must be a product of jacobians of 
curves and this can happen only if a is trigonal or a double covering of 
an elliptic curve, that is, if there exists on a a g: or a g:. Both these cases 
cannot happen, as stated by the following. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let C be a plane curve of degree rn> 8, having only one 
v&nary singular point of multiplicity m - 5. There is no gi on C with k < 4. 
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PROOF. Let us suppose that we can find a divisor D such that deg (D) = k, 
Z(D) > 2, k< 4, where k is minimal. 
We prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction. 
Let D=PI+ . . . +Pk and Do=Pl+ . . . +Pk-I. 
Since D is minimal, Z(Do)= 1 and, by the Riemann-Roth theorem 
Z(Do)==k-l+l-g+Z(K-Do)=1 
that is 
Z(K-Do)=g-k+l. 
Applying the Riemann-Roth theorem to D we find 
2<Z(D)=k-g+l+Z(K-D) 
so that 
Z(K-D)>g-k+ 1 
and, by Noether’s reduction lemma, it follows 
(9 Z(R-D)=Z(R-D,,)=g-k+l 
However we know that 
pq = \(??a-3)8-E/ 
where H is a line section and 
E= 1 (rs-1)&=(m-6)&1+...+(m-6)&m-5 
QCb 
being &I, . . . . f&-s the places of the singular point To. 
Therefore (*) means that, if Do< (m- 3)H- E, aho 
D<(m--3)H-E 
and this leads to a contradiction. 
To see this, consider the following cases. 
1) k-l D=Pl Do=0 
SinceZ(~)=g=(m-l)(nz-2)/2-(m-6)(nz-6)/2=4nz-l4>1form~8, 
there exists an adjoint of degree nz - 3 which does not contain Pi. Hence 
there exists an effective divisor A = (m- 3)Ho - E such that 0 = Do <A 
and D&4 : contradiction. 
2) k=2 D=Pl+Ps Do=Pl 
In the same way, there exists an adjoint through PI and not through 
Ps, hence a divisor A E j(m-3)H-El such that Do<A, D&4: contra- 
diction. 
3) k>2 
Let us assume BE j(k-2)H( and G=Pz+...+Pk-l+D’ where Pk$ 
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$ Supp (D’). There exists F E \(m-k- l)H-81 such that F’=Pi+D” and 
PK $ Supp (D”). Indeed 
Z((m-k-1)H-~-P~)=m(m-k-1)-(m-6)(m-6)-1+1- 
-#n-l)(m--2)+ 
+#m-6)(m-5)+Z((m-3+k-m+1)H-E+E+P~) 
=)(2m2-2mk-2m-m2+llm-30-m2+3m-2)+ 
+Z((k-2)B+P1)>(-mk+6m-l6)+1= 
=(-mk+6m-15)>1 for k<4 
Hence there exists such a F and A=F+Gs I(m-3)B-El Do<A, 
DC&A : contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
(iv) At last we observe that X is unirational because, as in the quartic 
threefold with a double line, I!? is rational so that IV is rational and Y, 
by the map W--f Y, is unirational. 
The unirationality of X can also be proved by the following remarks: 
1) the variety obtained blowing X up along ZO is a (singular) conic 
bundle over N ; 
2) the exceptional divisor of the blowing up morphism is a pluri 
intersecting rational surface, because it is birationally equivalent to 
double covering of N ramified along a curve V of degree 2p-4 and with 
a singular point of multiplicity 2~-6. (Cl], 4.4). 
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